Abstract. Since the proclamation of Slovenian independence in 1991, new laws governing the media have been passed in 1994, 2001, and 2005 – in each case giving rise to controversy. An effort undertaken by center-left parties in 2010 to pass yet another law, aimed this time at expanding the autonomy of Radio-Television Slovenia and narrowing the possibility for government interference, was defeated in a public referendum in which less than 15% of those eligible to vote took part. There has also been controversy in Slovenia about ownership of the media. These controversies about the public media in Slovenia – both regarding government interference and media monopolies – are symptomatic of the transition pangs experienced throughout post-communist central and southeastern Europe, with similar controversies having erupted in most of the countries of the region.

In October 2005, the National Assembly of the Republic of Slovenia passed a controversial law on the media following its razor thin approval by a public referendum.1 Under this legislation, which replaced the previous media law of 2001, the Assembly expanded the size of Radiotelevizija Slovenija’s (Radio-
Television Slovenia) program council from 25 members, among whom the Assembly had named five, to 29, among whom the Assembly would now appoint 21. Five members are proposed by the political parties and 16 by civil society organizations, such as NGOs and universities; two members are named by the Italian and Hungarian national minorities respectively; one by the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts; two by registered religious groups; and three members are elected from among the employees at Radio-Television Slovenia. The *Društvo Novinarjev Slovenije* (Journalists’ Association of Slovenia) characterized the law as a blow against media freedom in Slovenia, through which the political parties controlling the government would increase their power over the media because they now appoint the majority of the members of the council. Yet Branko Grims, a member of the center-right Slovenian Democratic Party (*Slovenska demokratska stranka*, SDS) and the chief author of the new law, claimed that, under the law of 2001, the program council had become “highly politicized” and that the new law would actually work to *reduce* the influence of political parties on the media. The law had been controversial from the time it was published in draft form in April of that year, and journalists continued to protest both before and after passage of the law.

In Slovenia, the debate about the media and especially about the act governing Radio-Television Slovenia continued and intensified after the 2008 elections, which brought Borut Pahor, leader of the center-left Social Democratic Party (*Socialni demokrati*, SD) into the prime minister’s office. The parliament discussed a new version of the law in 2010. Under the draft law, the council was to have 17 members, with now five of them to be appointed by political parties, while Radio-Television Slovenia would have become a public institution, and thus no longer owned by the state. However, the new law was rejected in a public referendum in December 2010, in which only 14.78% of the eligible voters participated; 72.33% of those taking part voted against the bill.
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3 Miha Štamcar, Reakcionarni zakon, *Mladina*, 17 April 2005, available at <http://www.mladina.si/tednik/200515/clanek/slo--mediji-miha_stamcar_vanja_pirc/>. It seems that this line of argument overlooks the fact that, according to the new legislation, 16 members of the council are selected by the Assembly from among candidates proposed by civil society organizations. This implies that whichever political party is in power can choose candidates who are ideologically close to their political program.


Freedom of press and of the broadcasting media is, as is well known, a basic prerequisite for the functioning of a stable liberal democracy. The issue of media freedom is, in fact, one of three central challenges which Slovenia’s still-young liberal democracy has faced, alongside the assurance of the equality of its citizens, including Roma, Muslims, gays and lesbians, as well as former Yugoslav citizens who were “erased” from the citizenship registries, and the fight against corruption.

In the following article, we first discuss alternative models of media regulation and media systems; we then set the transformation of the Slovenian media scene in the context of the region-wide post-socialist transformation before focusing on the particulars of the Slovenian media scene. We will advance the arguments that capitalism in the media market can work to undermine liberal democracy; that a form of monopoly capitalism has been introduced in the Slovenian media market; and that this monopoly undermines press freedom, and thereby also democracy, through various devices detailed below. Our central argument is twofold: First, that media ownership may be used as an instrument for political influence and that, in the case of Slovenia, it has been put to such use; and second, that such political exploitation of the media results in bias and distortions in the content of the media. The article is based, among other things, on about two dozen interviews conducted by Sabrina Ramet with media professionals and academic researchers specializing in the media. These interviews were conducted in Ljubljana and Maribor in June 2008 and April 2010.

Framework

As Peter Gross points out, it remains an unresolved question whether democracy leads to a free press or vice versa, with a free press to be interpreted as a prerequisite for a democratic society to emerge, rather than its consequence. Gross believes that there is also a third, often overlooked element that should be taken into consideration, viz. that of cultural elements which are underlying the market and the political system and consequently influence the media and
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Ownership and Political Influence in Slovenia

We agree with Peter Gross on the importance of civic values for building and maintaining a liberal democracy, as well as with his assessment that the desire of local politicians to control the press may be attributed, in part, to a continuance of thought patterns inherited from the socialist era.10 We also agree with those researchers who have underlined the role that education can play in instilling civic values conducive to liberal democracy.11 Moreover, we are in full agreement with Sandra Bašić-Hrvatin, Lenart Kučič, Brankica Petković, and Cindy Price, in stressing the central importance of media ownership.12 Media monopolization does not necessarily lead to the homogenization of media content or even to media bias, as research by Pritchard, Terry, and Brewer has shown,13 but media ownership translates into power which can be and has been used to block certain stories from ever becoming published and to advocate material which advances the interests of the media owner or his associates. Yet media ownership is in turn, regulated by law, and laws may be
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13 David Pritchard / Christopher Terry / Paul R. Brewer, One Owner, One Voice? Testing a Central Premise of Newspaper-Broadcast Cross-Ownership Policy, Communication Law and Policy 13 (2008), n. 1, 1-27. But the concentration of media outlets under unified ownership may threaten diversity of programming and content, as Zrinjka Peruško suggests. See Zrinjka Peruško, Media and Civic Values, in: Ramet / Matić (eds.), Democratic Transition in Croatia (above fn. 11), 224-244, 239.
changed, whether they affect ownership directly or “merely” change regulatory mechanisms – as the case of Hungary has most recently demonstrated.\textsuperscript{14}

Following Natalya Ryabinska, we distinguish between \textit{internal media owners}, whose investments are limited to the media sector, and \textit{external media owners}, whose primary investments lie elsewhere and who therefore value their control of one or more media outlets primarily in terms of promoting their other business interests.\textsuperscript{15} It is possible that, as Ryabinska suggests, external ownership of media is more likely to result in the corruption of journalistic practices than is internal ownership. But both internal and external owners may forge alliances with political officeholders, resulting in the intrusion of political interests into the media.\textsuperscript{16} The benefit for the political partner in such an arrangement lies in his influence on the media controlled by the owner; for our present purpose, \textit{influence} over certain media may be defined as the ability to promote or veto certain appointments, policies, and news stories, thereby giving the person enjoying such influence a say in the coverage and content of the media outlet.\textsuperscript{17}

In 2004, Daniel C. Hallin and Paolo Mancini published their influential volume \textit{Comparing Media Systems}. Undertaking to evaluate the media in 18 countries in North America as well as Northern, Western, and Southern Europe,\textsuperscript{18} they outlined four factors, according to which they believed media systems in these regions could be analyzed. These factors are:

“(1) the development of media markets, with particular emphasis on the strong or weak development of a mass circulation press; (2) political parallelism; that is, the degree and nature of the links between the media and political parties or, more broadly, the extent to which the media system reflects the major political divisions

\begin{footnotes}
\item[17] Manuel Castells has offered an alternative definition, which was not framed with the media in mind. According to him, “[i]nfluence is the process by which a social actor frames others’ choices in the sense of its [own] interests, while not being able to impose these interests by sheer force”. Cf. Manuel Castells, A Rejoinder: On Power, Identities and Culture in the Network Society, \textit{New Political Economy} 3 (1998), n. 3, 473-483, 474.
\item[18] The evaluated countries are: the USA, Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Ireland, Austria, Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, The Netherlands, Belgium, and Greece.
\end{footnotes}
in society; (3) the development of journalistic professionalism; and (4) the degree and nature of state intervention in the media system.”19

Their pioneering work has rightly had a huge influence on scholars writing about media systems in North America and Western Europe.

The post-socialist world of Eastern Europe operates according to different rules, however. To begin with, there is the legacy of communism, which habituated people to engage in largely formal participation, unless they worked in the political-cultural underground; the result, referring to the Romanian case, is that “[t]he public is clearly not part of public opinion or its formation”.20 Indeed, throughout the post-socialist region, “many journalists still share the communist-era conviction that the population needs to be led, schooled, and mobilized”21 – in other words, that it is the media that should create and define what public opinion is and should be.

A second difference is that some of the media markets in the post-socialist region, such as Albania, Bulgaria, Macedonia, and Romania, are weak. Furthermore, lack of professionalism and low journalistic standards plague at least some media outlets in most, if not all, of the countries in the region. The best records for journalistic professionalism have been achieved in the Czech Republic and in Poland.22

Third, even in those instances where local legislation mirrors legislation in Western Europe, such legislation is sometimes interpreted differently from the way it is interpreted in countries which did not experience communism.23 And finally, while Hallin and Mancini noted that media systems in the countries they studied tend to reflect the political divisions in the given society, when it comes to post-socialist countries, including Slovenia, the actual penetration of the media by governing parties has been far from unusual. In this article, we shall trace the political battles waged in Slovenia over media legislation and show how the twin issues of ownership and regulatory legislation have combined to open the door to political influence over the Slovenian media.

20 Gross, Forward to the Past (above fn. 9), 145.
Whose Media?

Peter Gross, in his seminal study of the post-communist media, assessed that, as of 1995, the independence of the media in the post-communist countries of Eastern Europe was still “fragile and unconsolidated”. The independence of the media is, in turn, interconnected with the question of ownership, but also with the self-assigned and socially-assigned roles of the media and with the overall professional culture of the media system. As Mojca Pajnik has noted, when newspapers first developed in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, they were understood to serve as a forum for citizens to discuss public issues and exchange views on matters of public importance. But over time this concept of the media faded as newspapers came to be seen as the private property of media owners, be they corporate owners or private individuals. John Dewey expressed his concern about this phenomenon in 1927, averring that the “commodification of communication” in the United States was resulting in the “eclipse of the public”. With this, freedom of the press, in its original sense, gave way to freedom of the media owners.

In a brilliant article for *Media, Culture & Society*, Robert W. McChesney argued in 2003 that the oft-touted choice between government regulation of the media and a free market sets up a false dichotomy for two reasons. The first is that there is always regulation of the media, considering the assignment of broadcast frequencies, the requirements for granting licenses to broadcast and print media outlets, or copyright issues. No media market can exist without some form of regulation. The second reason is that the false dichotomy distracts us from the real choice, which is between regulation in the interest of the public and regulation in the interest of media owners, which is to say in the interest of private concerns. Although we might offer a qualification to McChesney’s thesis by saying that the dichotomy between these two types of regulations is also a false one, as it is not clear what is “the interest of the public” and who defines it, we can generally agree with his conclusion that “deregulation” ultimately translates to allowing private interests to dictate the media agenda. But such deregulation may have some unintended effects. Along this line, Curran, Iyengar, Lund, and Salovaara-Moring have warned, on the basis of a comparative study of four countries with differing media systems (Denmark, Finland, the United Kingdom, and the United States), that “deregulation of the broad-
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24 Idem, *Entangled Evolutions* (above fn. 10), 146.
26 Quoted in ibid., 100.
cast media is likely, on balance, to lead to lower levels of civic knowledge”.\(^{28}\) The rather obvious reason is that, when the media exist to serve the interests of private owners, profit typically becomes the paramount concern, and news and other programs are understood in the first place as “products” designed to maximize profits. Referring to the post-communist transformation of the media in the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland, Ágnes Gulyás noted that “[c]ommercialization of the media had an important influence on the expanding supply. Products with mass appeal and with entertainment functions, such as tabloid newspapers or women’s magazines, were among the most successful”.\(^{29}\)

Klvaňa goes even further when discussing Czech reformed media. According to him, Czech popular culture plays on nostalgia through the re-popularization of “communist content”, which has helped to “perpetuate the communist taste and created a social climate in which it is not unthinkable for voters to vote communist”.\(^ {30}\) Klvaňa believes that this deprives Czech citizens of a broad range of cultural resources.

Whether one subscribes to a representative liberal theory of democracy\(^ {31}\) – which emphasizes the need for civility in public discourse and the role of the media in assuring the transparency of at least some facets of policy-making – or the rival participatory liberal theory – which aspires to use the media to make citizens active participants in public affairs and downplays civility in the interest of allowing all voices to be heard in their natural tone – one is likely to agree that “no one expects or desires that all citizens spend all their time discussing public affairs”.\(^ {32}\) In this sense, the interests of private media owners go hand in hand with the attitude of the audience, which is not perpetually seeking to be enlightened, but on the whole wants, above all, to be entertained. From this, it follows that it is up to the viewers and readers to make their preferences known and to make them count. Whereas advocates of a representative approach downplay the need for media diversity but want to foster a deliberative approach in the interest of producing reasonable policy outcomes, those preferring a participatory approach place more stress on citizens’ participation itself, and value “diversity in terms of information, viewpoints and forms of


\(^{29}\) Gulyás, Print Media in Post-Communist East Central Europe (above fn. 22), 91.


\(^{31}\) We are using the terminology employed by Myra Marx Ferree, William A. Gamson, Jürgen Gerhards, and Dieter Rucht in their article Four Models of the Public Sphere in Modern Democracies, *Theory and Society* 31 (2002), n. 3, 289-324.

\(^{32}\) Ibid., 295.
expression”, in the hope that such diversity may include the largest possible number of citizens in the public forum.33

To these two approaches to the public sphere in democratic society, one may add also those of discursive theory, identified with Jürgen Habermas, and constructionist theory, among whose advocates one may mention Nancy Fraser, Seyla Benhabib, and Iris Marion Young. While constructionists tend to be pessimistic “about the possibility of separating oppressive power from speech” and “challenge the desirability of a single public sphere, preferring the idea of multiple independent public spheres”34 – a preference which effectively downgrades the notion of a true public sphere – advocates of discursive theory embrace the value of popular inclusion championed by participatory liberal theorists, but wed this to a desire to maintain certain minimal standards of civility in the public sphere. Constructionists have the least use for the standards of civility, fearing that they may be employed to stifle debate.35 All four theories agree that the media should offer service to citizens, not products to consumers. For advocates of the representative liberal theory, according to Ferree, Gamson, Gerhards, and Rucht, the primary service is to provide adequate information to allow interested citizens to understand something of what is going on in the government; according to the other three theories, the media should also foster public participation in the discussion of issues and policies. Here commercial interests sometimes obtrude, for example when the discussion about current local issues is sidelined in favor of lengthy coverage of a natural disaster in a faraway country. However, some observers have argued that for the media to foster public discussion, it must convey the views of citizens – for example by coverage of the deliberations of NGOs concerned with human rights or of environmental advocacy groups, though corporations and other businesses serving the public interest should also be considered appropriate participants in public discussions, at least where there is no conflict of interest. The increasingly common practice of posting readers’ comments behind articles published online and of reading extracts from viewers’ comments about issues on television news cannot be considered as giving the public any real influence on policy-making; it may even have, in fact, a largely negative effect on it, insofar as it conjures an illusion of inclusion and participation without empowering either the commentators or the audience more generally. Moreover, those posting comments do not know who their audience is, aside from the rather broad category of “readers of that particular online paper”. But, as Mojca Pajnik has

34 Ferree et al., Four Models of the Public Sphere (above fn. 31), 306f., 309.
35 Ibid., 318.
noted, to the extent that the media think in terms of providing service to their readers/viewers, they tend to

“start from the assumption that an a priori relevant form of communication is one that originates with the political representatives and economic lobbies and flows in the direction of citizens, from one group of political representatives to the other, and from one economic lobby to a competitive lobby – by way of the media. By automatically attributing newsworthiness to the activity of economic and political structures, the mass media not only emulate PR skills and communication management strategies, but legitimize these structures as a ‘new public’.”

36 Pajnik, The Utopia of Mass Media (above fn. 25), 103.


38 Quoted in ibid., 15.


Post-socialist Transformation in Central and Southeastern Europe

Immediately following the collapse of the communist organizational monopoly in Central and Southeastern Europe, it was widely assumed that there was no need for any legislation on the media because they could presumably take care of their own affairs. But gradually, and often after prolonged parliamentary debate, regulatory laws were adopted and typically revised several times. In Bulgaria, for example, a Law on Radio and Television was passed as late as in 1998, only to be amended nine times between 1999 and 2003. In Croatia, the media laws were amended eleven times between the mid-1990s and 2004.37 Moldova passed a law on the press in 1994, and then amended it eight times in the course of the following decade. In Albania, a law on the press was drafted in 1992 with the assistance of the Friedrich Ebert Foundation and modeled on the media law of Northrhine-Westphalia, one of Germany’s Bundesländer. However, to Albanian journalists the law seemed to be overly complex, and in 1997 a new law was passed with only one general provision: “The print media are free. Media freedom is protected by law.”38 The instability of media legislation has also been characteristic for Serbia, where a restrictive broadcasting law was passed in May 1997; the law provided that “no private radio or television station would be allowed to broadcast to an audience of more than 25 per cent of the 10.5 million population”.39 In October of the following year, a new law on the media was published.40 Among other things, the law established rather
elastic criteria for silencing critical voices, and specifically banned the broadcast of Serbian-language programs by stations based outside the country. Harassment, intimidation, and manipulation of the Serbian media was characteristic during the years of Slobodan Milošević’s leadership (1987-2000) and, after he was removed from power in October 2000, new laws on broadcasting, public information, and telecommunications were passed between 2002 and 2003. In August 2009, yet another law on the media was adopted, but the measure was referred to the Constitutional Court of Serbia for judgment in view of the heavy fines it prescribed for any media found guilty of libel, among other reasons.41

Media “‘demonopolization and (partial) remonopolization’ – a trend highlighted by Karol Jakubowicz and Miklós Südkösd42 – has characterized much of the region. The main variation is between countries such as Poland and Hungary where foreign investors arrived early and, at least initially, dominated local media markets, and countries such as Slovenia and Croatia, where the media remained at least partly in the hands of local entrepreneurs. In Hungary, however, “some of the media outlets originally acquired by Western firms have been either abandoned or re-acquired by the state”.43 In Poland, some 31 media company mergers had taken place already by 2001, in spite of anti-concentration provisions in the legislation.44 In Croatia, ownership restrictions in the broadcasting media were lifted in 2003, although there were still restrictions on single firms or investors owning more than one broadcasting entity.45 In Slovakia, anti-concentration legislation was passed only in 2000, seven years after the country separated from the Czech Republic. The lack of rules about ownership transparency regarding the print media has remained an issue of concern to this day.46

One could simply claim that depoliticizing the media proved impossible throughout the region because the media are inevitably political. However, elites did not engage in impossible undertakings, but thought in terms of demonopo-
lizing the media and of giving the market a greater role in regulating them. That said, when comparing Lech Wałęsa, Franjo Tudjman, Slobodan Milošević, and Vladimír Mečiar – respectively the first post-communist presidents of Poland, Croatia, and Serbia as well as the first prime minister of independent Slovakia – one has to conclude that their desire to see the press supportive of government policy was strong. Wałęsa did not succeed in this regard, but both Tudjman and Milošević did manage to bring the most important media outlets under their indirect influence. In Slovakia, the Mečiar years marked the apex of political manipulations, which included “threatening journalists, limiting access, cutting off broadcast stations’ electricity, and proposing a prohibitive newspaper tax that would have suffocated small publications”.47 In 1996, the Mečiar government even persuaded a sympathetic enterprise to purchase the Slovak national daily *Narodna Obroda* and to dismiss its editor, Tatiana Repkova.48 The situation in Slovakia is better today, but government pressures continue nonetheless.49 In Romania, national television remained under the control of the Office of the President up to 1996 and continues to nominally be under the control of the president and the governing party. The President’s office continues to have influence over national newspapers and broadcasters, while local politicians have done their best to control small media outlets.50 There have also been reports of pressures on editors and journalists in Macedonia,51 controversy in the Czech Republic about a bill to criminalize “the publication of information gained from


wiretaps without the subject’s permission”, and intense criticism of Hungary after the country’s parliament, dominated by Prime Minister Viktor Orban’s Fidesz Party, passed a law in December 2010 authorizing a “newly created National Media and Communications Authority to impose heavy fines for coverage that it considers unbalanced or offensive to human dignity or common morals”.

The aforementioned challenges – delays in the passage of laws regulating the media, the instability of such legislation, monopoly ownership of the media, as well as pressures by government and media owners on editors and journalists – have been characteristic of most, if not all, of the post-socialist countries in Central and Southeastern Europe. Slovenia’s experience since 1990 as regards the media is thus, in several respects, typical of what the region as a whole has been experiencing.

The Slovenian Media Scene, 1990-2004

To understand how the media figure within the broader context of Slovenian politics, one needs to understand the political divides in the country. The left-right divide in Slovenia does not focus primarily on social policy, medical care, or pensions, or, for that matter, on economic policy; the subjects of polarization are first and foremost religion, nationalism, and the attitude toward the past, especially toward the socialist era (1945-1990) and toward the Second World War. Janez Janša, head of the Slovenian Democratic Party and prime minister between 2004-2008 and again since January 2012, has been the dominant figure on the right, while Milan Kučan, former president of Slovenia (1991-2002), remains the lodestar for those on the left. Although out of office, Kučan has maintained a political presence by organizing a club of influential businessmen and academics called Forum 21, which organizes debates and hosts lectures. In 1993, Janez Drnovšek, then prime minister of Slovenia, began to assemble his own circle, as a counterweight to Kučan’s, which was, at the time, the only important power clique in the country. In his last years, however, Drnovšek moved away from politics, and left behind an amorphous association called Gibanje za pravičnost in razvoj (Movement for Justice and Development), dedicated to

"raising human consciousness and making the world a better place". However, after Drnovšek’s death in February 2008, the Movement lost its public presence and today has no influence whatsoever on Slovenian political and cultural life.

Within this context, it is readily comprehensible why the Catholic Church repeatedly complained that the press was against the Church, dominated by “communists”, and the like throughout the years that the left dominated both politics and the media (from 1992 to 2004, with a brief interruption in 2000). It is also immediately clear why the Church celebrated the electoral victory of Janša’s party in the October 2004 elections.

Until 1994, socialist legislation governing the media was still in force, and this legislation did not provide for the privatization of the media or for the founding of private media outlets. But new media were founded nevertheless, and old media were privatized, literally in a legal limbo. Between 1990 and 1994, the national authority for telecommunications granted broadcasting licenses and assigned frequencies, despite the fact that it had no legal authority to do so. The important broadcast frequencies had all been allocated by 22 April 1994. As Hrvatin and Milosavljević have noted,

"[i]t was not by chance that the Mass Media Act, which specified methods and terms under which a broadcasting license could be granted, was passed only one day after the last important broadcasting license was awarded (to TV3)".

Concerning the privatization of the preexisting daily and weekly press, Slovenian decision-makers confronted a choice between carrying out privatization in accord with the Transformation of the Ownership of Enterprises Act of 1992, on the one hand, and doing so under a new legislation to be drawn up specifically for the media, on the other. The decision was taken to carry out
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56 See, for example, the annual sermons at Brezje on 15 August (the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary), which are traditionally critical of the state of affairs in Slovenia. In these sermons, the media are often criticized for being hostile towards Catholics and the Church. Cf. for example Rode kritičen v pridigi na Brezjah, Slovenska tiskovna agencija, 15 August 2003, available at <http://24ur.com/novice/slovenija/rode-kriticen-v-pridigi-na-brezjah.html?ar=>; Stres na Brezjah pozval k solidarnosti v trdnim družinam, ibid., 15 August 2010, available at <http://www.siol.net/novice/slovenija/2010/08/vnebovzetje.aspx>.

57 Sandra B. Hrvatin / Marko Milosavljević, Media Policy in Slovenia in the 1990s: Regulation, Privatization, Concentration and Commercialization of the Media. Ljubljana 2001, 15. A similar thing transpired in Macedonia where, as Vesna Šopar and Emilija Jovanova report, there was an “explosive development of broadcasters last[ing] until 1997 when the Law on Broadcasting Activity was passed”. Cf. Šopar / Jovanova, The Media System in the Republic of Macedonia (above fn. 51).
privatization under a scheme drawn up specifically for the print media. According to this scheme, at the daily newspaper Delo, for example, 10% of shares were allocated to the Pension Fund, 10% to the Indemnification Fund, 20% to the Development Fund, and 60% to what was described as “internal buyout”; this internal buyout meant in practice that 20% of the shares were distributed among current and past employees in the form of ownership certificates, 22% were offered for sale to the employees (editors and journalists) at Delo, and 18% were to be sold to Delo’s readers.\(^{58}\) Instead of keeping their shares, however, the employees happily sold their ownership certificates to local entrepreneurs, while corporations proved to be the most interested of Delo’s readers in buying shares in the enterprise.\(^{59}\) By 2004, the largest single shareholder in Delo was the Laško Brewery, which held 25% of the shares. The picture was much the same at Dnevnik, Ljubljana’s other major daily newspaper, where, as of 2004, DZS, a large stationery publisher, owned 51.04% of the stock, with an Austrian concern, Styria Medien AG, holding about a quarter of the shares.\(^{60}\) The Maribor daily newspaper, Večer, experienced similar changes. At the end of 2000, small stockholders held 24% of its shares but, by the end of 2002, most of these shares had been sold off; Infond Holding, Leykam (an Austrian print company), Probanka, SOD, Delo Prodaja, DZS, and Infond ID emerged as the largest shareholders. As there was considerable overlap in the ownership of Infond ID and Infond Holding, the owners of these two companies controlled, by 2003, a 51% share in the Maribor newspaper.\(^{61}\)

There were some early efforts in Slovenia to launch politically oriented newspapers but these proved to be commercially unsuccessful. The conservative daily Slovenec, launched with government funding in 1991, when Christian Democrat Lojze Peterle was prime minister, folded in 1997, while a left-liberal daily, Republika, started in late 1992, likewise collapsed. A third politically oriented newspaper, Jutranjik, appeared in June 1998, only to disappear within one month.\(^{62}\) By 2001, Delo, Dnevnik, Večer, and Slovenske novice controlled more than 90% of the daily newspaper market; of these, all but Slovenske novice had emerged out of the socialist system. Delo (with a circulation of 46,726 copies in 2011) and Slovenske novice (78,194 copies) are owned by the Laško Brewery (Pivovarna Laško), which until recently was owned by Boško Šrot. Delo, in turn, has a majority (80%) stake in the shares of Večer (32,769 copies), which was why the Competition Protection Office of the Slovenian Ministry of the Economy

\(^{58}\) Hrvatin / Kučić / Petkovič, Media Ownership in Slovenia (above fn. 12), 53f.
\(^{59}\) Ali Žerdin, editor of the Saturday supplement to Dnevnik, in an interview with Sabrina Ramet, Ljubljana, 17 June 2008; see also Hrvatin / Kučić / Petkovič, Media Ownership in Slovenia (above fn. 12), 55.
\(^{60}\) Hrvatin / Kučić / Petkovič, Media Ownership in Slovenia (above fn. 12), 62.
\(^{61}\) Ibid., 67.
\(^{62}\) Ibid., 75.
demanded in 2010 that Večer should be sold to someone else. This, however, has not taken place yet. Finally, the DZS Company of Bojan Petan, a supporter of the politician Gregor Golobič (Zares Party), holds a majority of the shares (35.1%) in Dnevnik (with a circulation of 37,194 copies in 2011). However, the Zares Party, which had gained nine parliamentary seats in the November 2008 elections, failed to win enough votes in the December 2011 elections to reenter the parliament.

As it became apparent that external owners were the largest investors in the media, there were calls for a new law to regulate the mass media; in July 2000, the right-wing coalition which was in power for six months (May – November 2000) presented a proposal for a new law on mass media, and discussion got underway. The new Mass Media Act took effect on 26 May 2001, by which time a center-left coalition was back in power. As Hrvatin and Petković note, the Mass Media Act of 2001 “was dedicated in its entirety to the protection of media pluralism and diversity” and “limited media concentration and ownership stakes”. The Act also created a new supervisory media council “with essentially different responsibilities and powers” from the agency set up by the media legislation of 1994. On the crucial issue of the journalists’ right to protect their sources, the new legislation was ambiguous, guaranteeing that “editors, journalists and authors of articles are not obliged to reveal their source[s] of information, unless the penal code requires that they do so.” Journalists are required to reveal their sources in cases where the failure to do so would result in failure to inform the authorities of preparations to perpetrate a crime (Article 280 of the Penal Code) or about a crime which has already been committed (Article 281). The aforementioned articles do not apply only to journalists, but also to all citizens of Slovenia. Furthermore, according to the Criminal Procedure Act, the authorities have the right to demand that journalists reveal their sources if they came across information which could serve as important evidence in a criminal procedure. According to Article 236 of the Criminal Procedure Act, persons who are, with a few exceptions, exempt from testifying are lawyers, physicians,
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64 Slovenska oglaševalska zbornica [Slovenian Advertising Chamber], available at <http://www.soz.si/>.
66 Sandra B. Hrvatin / Brankica Petković, You Call This a Media Market? The Role of the State in the Media Sector in Slovenia. Ljubljana 2008, 109, 138.
social workers, therapists, and others if they are bound by their professional ethics to keep secret what they have learned in the course of exercising their profession.\(^{68}\) According to Andrea Tratnik, it is not entirely clear whether a journalist may be subsumed under “others” since, while physicians and social workers, for example, have a professional duty to keep privileged information learned in their work secret, a journalist is usually not bound in an analogous way; keeping information secret is understood, rather, to be his or her right rather than obligation. Tratnik believes that it is up to the interpretation of the court in each individual case whether the disclosure of a journalist’s source(s) is in the interest of the criminal procedure or not.\(^ {69}\) The law also provided that a legal or natural person or group of persons who owned more than a 20\% stake in a daily newspaper publisher would not be allowed to be an owner or co-founder of a broadcast firm, whether radio or television, and vice versa.\(^{70}\) But the main importance of the law was to legalize the state of affairs which had already developed.

The privatization of the Slovenian media had quickly become corrupted, as political elites arranged for their cronies to buy up shares, without issuing public calls for tenders. Most of the process of privatization in this sector was non-transparent and made use of creative financing to effect the transfer of stock to companies which consisted of little besides a mailbox, and had neither employees nor products or services.\(^ {71}\) The transfers were arranged with low-interest loans from the \textit{Nova Ljubljanska Banka} (New Ljubljana Bank), in which the Slovenian government had (and has) a controlling interest. Once key media were transferred into the hands of “reliable” owners, government politicians steered lucrative advertising by state-related companies to those media. This has been characteristic of both the center-left and center-right governments.

\section*{Janša’s First Term as Prime Minister, 2004-2008}

On 3 October 2004, parliamentary elections were held in Slovenia. Twenty political parties fielded candidates, and seven of them succeeded in winning seats in the National Assembly. The biggest winner was Janez Janša’s SDS, which nearly doubled its support, from 15.8\% of the vote in 2000 to 29.1\%. The center-left Liberal Democracy of Slovenia (LDS) slid from the 36.3\% in 2000 to a second-place finish with 22.8\% of the vote. Janša became prime minister, head-
ing a four-party coalition government. Janša had won the elections by attacking the LDS for certain policies but, in the event, the Janša government continued those same policies. More specifically, when the SDS was in opposition, its leading figures talked of consensus, rather than just majority vote, and insisted that the opposition should not be ignored and that opposition parties should be represented in media programming councils in proportion to their strength in the parliament. Once they came into power, however, they set out to bring the media under their exclusive control.

**STA News Agency**

The key media which Janša wanted to bring under his control were the STA news agency, Delo, and RTV Slovenia. The first one had originally been set up as a private company, but in 2000 the government purchased some stock in the agency. Under Janša, the government nationalized it completely, by purchasing all remaining stocks of the STA news agency. Janša then appointed his press secretary to head the company.

**The Daily Newspaper Delo**

Janša’s next target was Delo. In connection with this, a secret meeting took place in the office of the prime minister on 12 August 2005, which was attended by the businessman Boško Šrot, principal shareholder of the Laško Brewery, Igor Bavčar, principal shareholder of the Istrabenz Company, state secretary Andrijana Starina Kosem, and of course Janša himself. At this meeting – which ceased to be secret when Kosem and Šrot later decided to go public about it – Janša offered to arrange for shares in the Mercator company, a large retail chain, to be sold at a favorable price to Laško and Istrabenz, in exchange for de facto control of editorial and managerial appointments as well as the editorial policy at Delo, of which Šrot owned a decisive share. Janša then appointed the now deceased journalist Danilo Slivnik as general manager at Delo and journalist Peter Jančič as editor-in-chief. Kosem became president of the supervisory board. During the following months, Janša maintained close vigilance over the
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73 Marko Milosavljević, professor of journalism at the University of Ljubljana, in an interview with Sabrina Ramet, Ljubljana, 24 June 2008.
paper and, according to Kosem’s later claims, he was sending SMS messages to the editors of Delo on a daily basis, criticizing editorial decisions and exerting pressure to get the kind of reportage he wanted to see.\textsuperscript{76}

Later, however, both Šrot and Kosem broke with Janša; at least in Šrot’s case, this was out of political calculations, since he could see that Janša’s star was descending and that the Social Democratic Party of Borut Pahor was to win the next parliamentary elections.\textsuperscript{77} Jančič was then removed from the editorship and Janez Markeš, who had previously served as editor of the right-of-center periodical Mag (2005-2007), was appointed editor-in-chief at Delo. At Mag, Markeš had made a name for himself by enforcing professional standards and, in his new position at Delo, he insisted that the paper should be neither pro-government nor anti-government, but serve as an honest “watch-dog” over government proceedings and policies. According to Markeš, on 8 May 2008, Šrot invited him to lunch and told him directly that he wanted to use the paper to inflict political harm on Janša and to boost Pahor’s prospects in the elections scheduled for later that year. When Markeš showed himself disinclined to use the paper to advance political objectives, Šrot fired him, appointing Darijan Košir in his place.\textsuperscript{78}

\textbf{RTV Slovenia}

The high priority that Janša attached to assuring “friendly” coverage of his government by RTV Slovenia may be discerned from the fact that a draft law regulating the station was readied within the first five months of his government’s term in office. The draft law was prepared without any input from either academic specialists or journalists’ associations and it immediately provoked

\textsuperscript{\begin{footnotesize}
\end{footnotesize}}
criticism. After the Slovene Association of Journalists protested, the International Federation of Journalists issued a statement, characterizing the draft law as “an attempt to establish political supervision” over the national television broadcaster. The European Federation of Journalists (EFJ) sent a letter to Vasko Simoniti, Janša’s Minister of Culture, to register its concerns. Among other things, the EFJ stated that its

“impression is not of a consensus-based process, […] but of a politically driven and ideological assault on one of the success stories for public broadcasting in eastern and central Europe”.

Of particular concern to critics of the bill was the fact that it would allow the ruling coalition to appoint a majority of the members on the programming council of RTV Slovenia.

A referendum on the measure had been scheduled for 25 September 2005. On the eve of the referendum, the ombudsman Matjaž Hanžek warned that, in his view, the bill would be “a step backwards as regards democracy and human rights”. Prime Minister Janša defended the measure, however, claiming that its purpose was not to politicize the station but, on the contrary, to counter “outrageous procedures of politicization” which had been characteristic at the public broadcaster under the legislation passed earlier. Minister of Culture Simoniti, Foreign Minister Dimitrij Rupel (a recent convert to Janša’s party), Branko Grims (an MP from the Slovenian Democratic Party (SDS) and the principal author of the draft bill), Miro Petek (a former journalist, elected to the parliament as a member of the SDS in 2008), and Eva Irgl (an MP from the SDS) joined Janša in the campaign to promote the bill’s approval and passage. Grims was accused of narrating “fairy tales” after he “interpreted” a favorable U.S. State Department report about human rights in Slovenia in a way that inferred some criticism. In fact, the government narrowly won public support for the draft bill when 50.20 % of those participating in the referendum voted in favor, and 49.02 %

81 Letter from Arne König, chairman of the EFJ, and Aidan White, general secretary of the EFJ, to Vasko Simoniti, Minister of Culture of the Republic of Slovenia, 17 May 2005, posted as an attachment to the website of the Slovene Association of Journalists, available at <http://www.novinar.com/>.
against it. The Assembly adopted the measure the following month, and it came into force in mid-November 2005.

Let the Good Times Roll

With the STA news agency, Delo, and now also RTV Slovenia in his pocket, Prime Minister Janša hoped for a smooth term in office. Indeed, in 2006, the broadcast legislation was amended to broaden the rights of reply and correction, thereby also opening an additional path for government interference in the broadcast media. In the months that followed, editors were replaced, journalists were dismissed for political reasons, and other journalists were threatened with reductions in salary, dismissal, or redeployment to less favorable posts if they did not toe the government’s line. Stories about censorship were themselves censored – except in the case of Mladina, which was punished by having its advertising revenue choked off. Advertorials, which is to say advertisements disguised as news stories, also spread in the Slovenian media. One of the earliest post-November changes was the appointment of Stane Granda, columnist for the Catholic weekly Družina, as chair of the programming council at RTV Slovenia – an appointment enthusiastically welcomed by Franc Rode, who had served as archbishop of Ljubljana from 1997 to 2004. But where Rode saw “culture […] entering our media”, the EFJ, convening in Slovenia for the first time holding its annual meeting in Bled, expressed concern about a decline in journalistic standards. The EFJ’s concerns notwithstanding, Ervin Hladnik Milharčič, hitherto editor of Delo’s Saturday supplement, was sacked that same month, and replaced by Irena Staudoher, whose journalistic experience involved
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work for Žurnal (a free weekly), Direkt (a tabloid which has since collapsed), and Mag. Milharčič alleged that he had been removed for political reasons.91

In response, Jože Poglajen, president of the Executive Committee of the Journalists’ Working Group at Delo, issued a public statement, according to which,

“[t]he sudden and unsubstantiated dismissal of the editor of Sobotna priloga, Delo’s weekly weekend supplement, leaves no doubts. Delo is the main victim of the political purge being carried out in the Slovenian printed media. Even though they claim otherwise, the new president of the management board and ‘his’ new editor-in-chief are obviously merely executors of the political will which has nothing to do with the modernization of the newspaper’s content or the improvement of [the] company’s business results. The purpose behind the changes in the ownership and management structures is clear: a total submission of the newspaper to the current political authority.”92

Speaking for the government, Foreign Minister Rupel, who repeatedly returned to the subject of the Slovenian media, told TV Primorka:

“I sometimes wish that our media would be more patriotic and […] be united in propagating, so to say, our truth and our views about the world.”93

Meanwhile, heads continued to roll. Within a few months, the entire programming council of RTV Slovenia had been replaced, as well as the chair of the Board of Management at Delo, two further members of that board, four members of the Supervisory Board of Delo, the director of Večer, the program director of Radio Slovenia, the program director of Slovenian Television, the editor-in-chief of Večer, and, as already mentioned, the editor-in-chief of Delo.94 Moreover, in at least some cases, those appointed to fill these sensitive positions had weaker credentials compared to those they replaced – for example, persons lacking any
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previous experience or training in journalism were appointed to the Program Council at RTV Slovenia.\textsuperscript{95}

Undaunted by the protests, the Janša government continued its pressure on journalism, punishing those who would not bend.\textsuperscript{96} Then, in the summer of 2007, Matej Šurc, a journalist at RTV Slovenia, and Blaž Zgaga, a journalist at Večer, drew up and circulated a petition against censorship and political pressures on journalists. Eventually signed by 571 journalists – amounting to one in every four Slovenian journalists – the petition accused the prime minister of “restricting media freedom” and listed various transgressions by Janša’s vassals, including changes to articles without the consent of the journalists signing the articles, non-publication of assigned articles “without any proper justification”, restrictions on the coverage of politically sensitive subjects, and deprival of access to government officials for journalists who dared to write about the government in unflattering ways.\textsuperscript{97} Although the petition was posted at the website of the Slovene Association of Journalists, the only magazine to publish its full text was Mladina, while the right-leaning Mag attacked Šurc personally. None of the daily newspapers published the petition.\textsuperscript{98}

The EFJ issued a statement on 27 September, less than three weeks after the petition had been signed and posted, supporting the initiative.\textsuperscript{99} Subsequently, the signatories also delivered the petition to parliamentary speaker France Cukjati.\textsuperscript{100} Within Slovenia, Kučan and some civil society representatives, such as Spomenka Hribar, supported the petition. However, Borut Pahor said little, except to deny that he had had anything to do with the petition. Among the conservative media, the Catholic weekly Družina published an attack on Šurc,

\textsuperscript{100} AFP, 17 October 2007, from <topic@afp.com>, by subscription. Readers wishing to locate this report from Agence France Presse or any others cited in this article may do so by searching with appropriate search words at Lexis-Nexis Academic Universe, available at <http://www.lexisnexis.com>. 
signed by the president of the Catholic Association of Journalists, in which he was accused of having been a part of the old communist network and of seeking to restore the old regime through the petition; Šurc, a Catholic himself, was allowed to reply in *Družina*, and he denied both accusations.101

The petition of 10 September 2007 was by no means the first protest against political pressures on Slovenian media,102 but the sheer number of signatories and the breadth of the accusations made in it gave this petition a force and impact which previous petitions and protests lacked. The government issued a defensive press release, denying the charges presented in the petition and citing reports from *Reporters without borders* (from 2006) and *Nations in Transit* (from 2007) in its own defense.103 While Šurc and Zgaga urged the government to set up an independent commission to study the situation of the media in the country,104 the International Press Institute dispatched a fact-finding team to Ljubljana in November 2007, and followed up by sending a high-level mission to the Slovenian capital in March 2008.105 When the World Press Freedom Index was published later that year, Slovenia had dropped by eight places – to 30th on the press freedom index.106

Prime Minister Janša’s popularity was already slipping when, in late summer 2008, barely two weeks before the parliamentary elections, the Finnish public television broadcast a program in which it alleged that Prime Minister Janša had accepted a bribe from a Finnish firm in connection with the sale of 135 ar-


104 AFP, 4 January 2008, from <topic@afp.com>, by subscription.


mourned vehicles to Slovenia in 2006.\textsuperscript{107} Although Janša disputed the charges, this broadcast sealed his fate, and in the elections held on 21 September 2008 Pahor’s Social Democrats received 30.45\% of the vote, putting them slightly ahead of the 29.26\% garnered by Janša’s SDS.\textsuperscript{108} More than three years later, after his party again placed second in the 4 December 2011 elections, Janša won a lawsuit against the Finnish YLE broadcaster, which was ordered to publish a retraction of its charge of bribery and to pay the former prime minister €15,000 in damages.\textsuperscript{109} Meanwhile in 2008, Pahor formed a coalition government with Gregor Golobič’s Zares, Karl Erjavec’s Pensioners’ Party (DeSUS), and Katarina Kresal’s LDS.

\pagebreak From Janša to Pahor

Even before the elections were held, the conservative Union of Slovene Journalists (\textit{Združenje novinarjev in publicistov}, ZNP) had joined with the liberal Slovene Association of Journalists, together with eight individual signatories, in drafting a set of proposed guidelines for revising media policy in Slovenia. Among other things, the signatories recommended that

"people from the media industry, journalists’ organizations and publishers’ associations […] should urgently initiate and discuss the establishment of a common self-regulatory body following the example of many European countries”.\textsuperscript{110}

The signatories also recommended that the public should be allowed to register their assessments of the work of \textit{RTV Slovenia} and that complaints about that broadcaster by listeners and viewers “should be processed by an external independent body whose status and powers should be defined by the law rather than by the \textit{RTV Slovenia} statute”.\textsuperscript{111}

Soon after Pahor had been sworn into office as prime minister, his Minister of Culture, Majda Širca, in consultation with a team of academics and journalists, went to work on amending the law on \textit{RTV Slovenia}. By November 2009, in spite of some differences of opinion among members of the team of consultants, Minister Širca was able to present her draft amendments for public discussion. In doing so, she stated that the bill would expand the autonomy of \textit{RTV Slovenia}, and Grega Repovž, president of the Slovene Association of Journalists, declared

\footnotesize
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his support for the measure. By contrast, Igor Kršinar, president of the ZNP, criticized the bill for allegedly narrowing the autonomy of the station.112

Among other things, the draft law included a provision that editorial appointments would be subject to approval by 65% of the journalists at the station.113 But debates about the bill were intense, with sharply opposed viewpoints being expressed.114 The center-left government claimed that the law was intended to limit political influence on the state broadcast media, while the center-right opposition claimed that the law would have precisely the opposite effect.

The draft bill was approved by the Slovenian parliament in October 2010 but, as a result of pressure from SDS leader Janša, the government agreed to submit the measure to a referendum, as had been done with the media law of 2005. To the government’s surprise, in 2010 only 14.78% of eligible voters even bothered to vote (compared with 30.71% in 2005115); of the 252,408 ballots cast, 180,820 (72.33%) rejected the measure, with only 69,175 votes (27.67%) in favor.116 While Janša and his allies celebrated, claiming that the outcome of the referendum showed that “people don’t want politicised, commercialised and privatised public television”,117 Delo gave expression to the government’s point of view, ruing that, as a result of the bill’s rejection, “[t]here will be no need for politicians to keep their hands out of the public broadcaster”.118

In fact, during Pahor’s three years as prime minister, the only new legislation regulating the media was passed late in his term in office: under pressure from the European Commission, the Audio-Visual Media Services Directive came

114 See, for example, Mario Belovič, Novinarji vedo, kaj bi radi?, Delo, 26 November 2010, available at <http://www.delo.si/clanek/130619>.
into force on 17 November 2011, reducing the amount of advertising permitted on public service broadcasting, among other things.\textsuperscript{119}

In the meantime, two small parties had left Pahor’s coalition during the previous summer, shaving his support in the parliament to 33 out of 90 deputies. The resignation of Katarina Kresal (LDS) as Minister of the Interior in early August further compounded Pahor’s problems and eventually, on 21 October, President Türk dissolved parliament, calling for early elections to be held on 4 December 2011. Janez Janša’s right-of-center SDS was expected to win, but a new entrant, the left-of-center Lista Zorana Jankoviča – Pozitivna Slovenija (List of Zoran Janković – Positive Slovenia, LZJ – PS), led by the Mayor of Ljubljana, Zoran Jankovič – scored an upset victory, garnering 28.51\% of the vote, against 26.19\% for Janša’s SDS. Pahor’s SD dropped to third place, with only 10.51\% of the votes; four other parties attracted enough votes to win seats in the parliament.\textsuperscript{120} After a short delay, President Türk designated Jankovič to form a government. However, Jankovič was only able to muster 42 votes in support of his proposed government in parliament, four short of the minimum necessary. Janez Janša, whose party had placed second in the November elections, was more successful in putting together a coalition and on 10 February 2012 the new Slovenian government led by Janša was confirmed.

**Conclusion**

The participatory ideal of the media as a vehicle for the inclusion of citizens in active politics – something like a modern “polis”, if one likes – is often an elusive goal. In fact, over the past half a century, something approximating this ideal was achieved in central and southeastern Europe only in the 1980s, during the dying days of socialism. For almost ten years – from roughly the summer of 1980 until the first elections were held in each of these countries – Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia saw the emergence of an underground press, alongside a parallel society which functioned in a kind of legal limbo.\textsuperscript{121} In Poland, it has been estimated that between 50,000 and 70,000 people wrote for the underground press or were involved in its publication and distribution, with an additional 200,000-250,000 providing “logistical


While the political underground was not as large in Czechoslovakia or Hungary, there were important initiatives in these countries as well, including the Charter 77, the Committee for the Unjustly Persecuted, and the Jazz Section in Czechoslovakia; the Budapest School, the Peace Group for Dialogue, the Blue Danube Circle, and the Hungarian Democratic Forum in Hungary. In Slovenia, Radio Student and the New Social Movements (peace, feminist, gay/lesbian movements) played a role in opening up the public forum, especially in Ljubljana; in addition, in the cultural sector, the Neue Slowenische Kunst, including the avant-garde musical group Laibach, the Irwin Painting Group and the Red Pilot Theater Group, together with the Borghesia rock group and the punk group Pankrti offered music and texts that startled local audiences and opened up the possibility of thinking in new ways. This spirit of innovation also permeated the visual arts, drama, architecture, and even street art such as graffiti. As Aleš Erjavec and Marina Gržinič put it, “the ‘authentic’ art of the eighties in Ljubljana was alternative art and culture, or subculture, which demolished the established social schemes and patterns. Subculture penetrated even politics as ‘art’ and ‘culture’, and under these guises, corroded and transformed the political status quo.”

The cultural sector thus also became a venue for the inclusion and mobilization of the public in Slovenia. In such a setting, when the Yugoslav People’s Army decided to put four young Slovenes on trial for having appropriated a top secret military document and decided to conduct the trial in Serbo-Croatian, even though the court would be held in Ljubljana, some 40,000 persons protested in Ljubljana’s Trg Osvobodilne Fronte (Square of the Liberation Front) on 22 June 1988, in what was, in fact, a bold act of collective self-liberation. The weekly magazine of the League of Socialist Youth of Slovenia, Mladina, was, by this time, already “liberated” and was behaving more like an opposition magazine than like the organ of an official body of the socialist apparatus.

In distributing shares of stock to the journalists themselves, the intention was to allow the press to continue to function as the underground press had in the 1980s – which is to say, to engage and include the public and bring citizens into the “polis”. But, as we have noted above, these shares were acquired by corporate owners in the course of privatization, leading to the transformation of the Slovenian media along commercial lines, in which the media owners have offered the public not, in the first place, the opportunity for engagement in public life, but rather a commodity for purchase. And this, in turn, betrays the fact that the freedom which has been achieved in post-socialist Europe is, in some ways,
different from what the anti-communist dissidents and opposition journalists of the 1980s may have imagined. The polis has, indeed, been transformed, and the takeover of the media by shifting coalitions of rival political-economic elites has played a part in this transformation.\textsuperscript{125} We have argued above that media ownership may be used as an instrument for political influence. Indeed, as we have seen, in the case of the agreement between Janša and Šrot, such influence may also be bartered in exchange for economic advantages.

Capitalism, to return to a theme spelled out in the introduction, is usually touted as a guarantee for freedom. But, as our analysis of the Slovenian mediascape has shown, when it comes to the press and to broadcast media, those who are the most free to shape the media and to determine its contents are the media owners, even if they have to rely on journalists to file their reports. Moreover, contrary to some expectations, privatization of the media is no guarantee that these media will be free from political influence and exploitation. Janša’s promotion of the 2005 law clearly demonstrates his awareness of and his interest in the political potential of the media, while his arrangement with Šrot showed that even private owners may be ready to grant a government official a role in determining editorial appointments and media content.

As we noted earlier in this article, the media in post-socialist systems has some features in common with media in western Europe, but there are also features which set these media apart. In some cases, media laws in post-socialist societies are simply different from their counterparts in western Europe; in other cases, these laws are roughly the same but are interpreted differently from their West European counterparts. In the Slovenian case, a delay in passing new legislation regulating the broadcast media until 1994 left existing and would-be broadcasters in a legal limbo, and in this period licenses and frequencies were acquired outside of any legal framework. There is no parallel for this in western Europe.

The media in post-socialist societies, including Slovenia, have thus remained somewhat immature. This, in turn, indicates the risk of instability in the mediascape and, for that matter, in the political sphere for years to come. To understand the nexus between politics and the media in the post-socialist societies, ownership, legislation, and the relative novelty of these systems have to be taken into account.

\textsuperscript{125} See Sabrina P. Ramet, Reconfiguring the Polis, Reconceptualizing Rights: Individual Rights and the Irony of History in Central and Southeastern Europe, \textit{Perspectives on European Politics and Society} 10 (2009), n. 1, 87-100.